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Dear Members, 

I hope you have all had a chance to read the letter I sent out at the end of last 
year. You will recall it contained some very positive news about the funding of 
the Scheme which will improve significantly should Invensys plc (the Company) 
complete the proposed sale of its Rail division to Siemens. As the letter was sent 
to all members I will not be re-presenting it here, other than to say that it 
should result in the following:

• A cash payment of £400 million to the Scheme on completion

• A new trust to be established with £225 million of funding from the 
Company, which will be available to fund the Scheme in the future, 
should it be required.

The Company still expects to complete the sale by the middle of 2013, once  
it has received all the required approvals. It received approvals from its own 
shareholders and from the Pensions Regulator in December 2012. 

There are a number of topics in this issue which I believe everyone 
should read along with this summary. To help you I have reorganised 
the newsletter so that the most important items are included 
immediately after my summary. Contact details remain on the back 
page so that you can refer to them easily.

The section that I most wish to draw your attention to is on pages 4 and 5 
which gives important advice for beneficiaries on what to do when a member 
dies. The scheme has to deal with several thousand deaths every year and we 
have used our experience to create a process that is as simple and easy as we 
can make it. We realise it is a very sensitive time and that is why we want to  
do everything possible ahead of that time to make sure people know what  
to expect. Please read the information and we suggest that you keep a copy 
of the pages in a file with your will.

I also encourage you to read through the information on page 6. This provides 
you with details of the pension increases you can expect in 2013. In addition 
there is a summary of the impact of the Government’s changes to statutory 
increases. You may recall that we promised to keep you up to date with the 
changes to your inflation increases and whether they would continue to be 
linked to the Retail Prices Index (RPI) or the Consumer Prices Index (CPI).  
We have completed the review and the majority of pension in payment  
will continue to receive RPI increases. However, if you wish to understand  
more about the changes then you will find the information on pages 7 and 8  
of interest.

News from the Chairman1. 

“ Welcome to 
the winter 
2012/13 
edition of the 
IPS Newsletter 
and Happy  
New Year to all 
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Some of you will have seen in the Government’s Autumn Statement that the 
Chancellor proposed some changes to pensions that will affect a small number 
of members with very large pension savings. For now the changes have not 
been finalised and so there is no action required. However, if you wish to 
understand the changes better, there is further information provided on page 9.

Section 5, starting on page 10, provides details of the tax changes that will  
take place as a result of Real Time Information (RTI). In summary, RTI is the  
new means by which the Government ensures its records are up to date and  
that it is collecting the right amount of tax. You will see that we have made all  
the necessary preparations and that there will not be any action required from 
you, though we do anticipate people receiving more frequent tax code changes 
in the future.

If you have not yet retired then you should read the section on the changes 
to Cash Equivalent Transfer Values (CETVs) on page 12.

For those of you who want to know what else has been keeping the scheme 
busy and to get a better understanding of the changes in the year, please read 
‘The year in review’ section starting on page 13. 

The year ended with a change of Chief Executive Officer (CEO). I am delighted 
to announce that Andy Smith has recently joined us as the CEO of the Scheme. 
There is further information on Andy, which you may find interesting, on  
page 15. Andy replaces Robin Claessens who is leaving us after four extremely 
eventful years. Robin has guided the scheme through a number of important 
strategic initiatives, most notably the setting up of the Executive Office, the 
development of the Scheme’s investment and risk management frameworks, 
the development of the Scheme’s investment governance and philosophy and 
the outsourcing of the administration. We thank him for the work he has 
undertaken and wish him well for the future.

Finally, you may have seen the recent Government announcement of its 
intention to simplify the State Pension system from 2017. This would affect only 
those under State pension age at that time and principally involve introducing a 
single tier pension with a ‘headline rate’ of £144 per week in place of the current 
more complex entitlements. Since this has been reported at length in the 
national press, we are not attempting to detail all the proposals here.

Kathleen O’Donovan
Chairman of the Trustee of the Invensys Pension Scheme
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As well as paying pensions to former employees, we also provide, under certain 
circumstances, benefits for spouses and dependants. The information provided 
here is intended as a guide to assist families when dealing with the death of an 
IPS member. 

What do you need to tell us when someone dies?
When a member dies you should inform us as soon as possible, providing the 
following information.

• The name and date of death of the member

• Whether there is a surviving spouse or civil partner

• Whether there are any dependant children

• A copy of the death certificate (we do not require the original)

• Ideally a copy of the will, if there is one.

You should send the information to: 
Invensys Pension Scheme 
Punter Southall Ltd 
36 Gallowgate 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE1 4TD

Is there a lump sum death benefit payable?
If a deferred member dies before retirement there may be a refund of 
contributions or a lump sum equal to five times the annual deferred pension.

If the pension has been in payment for less than five years, a lump sum equal 
to the balance of the pension payable up to year five is due. 

If the pension has been in payment for more than five years, in almost all cases 
no lump sum is due.

What are the consequences of not keeping us up to date with who you 
wish to receive any lump sum death benefit?
To protect your position on inheritance tax, the Trustee must have discretion 
to decide who will receive the lump sum, but it will always consider your wishes. 
You need to register these by completing a Nomination Form and making sure 
that this is updated whenever your circumstances change. If you do not keep 
this up to date the Trustee will make a decision based upon incorrect or 
incomplete information and the people you want to benefit from your  
estate may end up with less than you wish.

You can obtain a form by calling our office on 0191 341 0600 or by 
downloading it from our website at www.invensyspensions.co.uk

A guide for families in the event of 
a death of a member of the Scheme

2. 
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Who can be considered for a survivor’s pension?
• If the deceased member was married, a spouse’s pension is payable of at 

least 50% of the member’s pension at date of death. We will need to see  
a copy of the marriage certificate in order to pay a spouse’s pension, and 
the pension may be reduced if the spouse is more than ten years younger 
than the member

• If the deceased member had a civil partner, a pension based on the 
member’s pension earned after 6 December 2005 will be payable.  
We will need to see a copy of the civil partnership certificate in order  
to pay the pension

• If the deceased member was not married, but left a person who was 
financially dependent on them, the Trustee may agree to pay a pension  
to that dependant person. Those involved will be expected to provide 
evidence of financial dependency

• If there are dependant children under 16 (or under 21 in the case of those  
still in full time education) they will each be entitled to a child allowance  
equal to one half of the spouse’s pension, but the total of such allowances 
may not exceed the amount of the spouse’s pension. Child allowances may 
be extended to older children if they are disabled or still in full time education.

Are there any circumstances under which a member’s pension can 
continue to be paid after their death? 
No. Any attempt to continue to draw a deceased member’s pension is 
considered to be fraud. As soon as you can, you should provide the information 
detailed above to us. This will allow us to stop the existing pension and set up  
a survivor’s pension if appropriate.

Is there an automatic entitlement to any of the survivor’s pensions  
listed above?
Yes, the Scheme rules set out the circumstances under which a pension is 
payable and the Administration Team must always verify eligibility by obtaining 
the relevant certificates (as described above). It is very important that we are 
informed as soon as possible of the death so that we can assess eligibility for 
survivor’s benefits.

50%
A spouse’s pension is 
payable of at least 50% 
of the member’s pension 
if the deceased member 
was married.
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Annual increase to pensions in payment 2013
Most pensioners receive a standard increase on 1 April each year. For the majority 
of benefits the amount of the increase is calculated by looking at the annual rise 
in the Retail Prices Index (RPI) in the 12 months to December. In line with the 
Scheme’s rules, the minimum increase that could be applied is 3% and the 
maximum is 5%. 

This year, the annual rise in the RPI to December 2012 is 3.1% so the increase  
that will apply to most pensions in payment on 1 April 2013 is 3.1%.

Some parts of your pension increase differently, depending on the section  
of the Scheme to which you belonged:

• Pension earned after 5 April 2006 receives an increase capped at 3.0%  
(any pre-6 April 2006 guarantees apply)

• Guaranteed Minimum Pension (GMP) earned between 6 April 1978 and 
5 April 1988 is increased by the State and paid as part of your State Pension, 
not by the Scheme

• Guaranteed Minimum Pension (GMP) earned between 6 April 1988 and 
5 April 1997 is increased for most members by 2.2% – this is the annual 
increase in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) to September 2012 as required 
by legislation

• Guaranteed Minimum Pension (GMP) earned between 6 April 1988 and 
5 April 1997 is increased for members of certain categories identified in the 
recent review of the Scheme’s rules by 2.6% – this is the annual increase in 
the RPI to September 2012

• Pension earned by previous members of the Electricity Supply Pension 
Scheme (ESPS) will receive 2.6%.

Some sub-sections of the Scheme have further guarantees that were agreed at 
the time your former schemes were merged with the Scheme. In accordance with 
the rules, these members will have the appropriate increase applied.

The Government has established the Pensions Service to provide pensions, 
benefits and retirement information. If you have any questions about your GMP 
entitlement, please contact the Pension Service on 08456 060 265. You may 
have earned GMP whilst a member of another company pension scheme and  
the Pension Service will be able to see all of your records.

Pension increases3. 
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This year, the annual rise 
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Clarification of benefits following changes to the statutory minimum 
revaluation and indexation
In July 2010 the Government announced changes to amend the statutory 
minimum increases for pensions both for revaluation up to retirement and 
for pensions in payment. The change provided that future statutory minimum 
increases would be based on the Consumer Prices Index (CPI) and no longer 
on the Retail Prices Index (RPI). Whilst the statutory position has changed, 
the actual position for each pension scheme will depend on its rules.

The Trustee commissioned a full review of the Scheme’s rules to confirm the 
benefits for all categories. This was a complex process as the Scheme has over 
200 categories of members and has therefore taken some time to complete. 
An initial review, carried out when the change was first announced in 2010, 
indicated that the majority of categories receive ‘Standard Increases’. 

Standard Increases are as follows:

• For members who have not yet retired, pension in excess of Guaranteed 
Minimum Pension increases in line with CPI up to retirement 

• For pensions in payment, increases are based on RPI (except in the case of 
Guaranteed Minimum Pensions accrued after 1988, which became linked 
to CPI).

Members’ benefits have been administered using these Standard Increases since 
2011, however, the impact for each category was always subject to the detailed 
review of the Scheme’s rules.

The full review was completed in 2012 and the findings were agreed by both 
the Trustee and the Company. As expected, the majority of categories receive 
benefits in line with the Standard Increases above but there are some categories 
that differ where the revaluation of pensions up to retirement and/or pension 
increases on Guaranteed Minimum Pensions accrued after 1988 remain  
linked to RPI.

“ The Trustee 
commissioned 
a full review  
of the Scheme’s 
rules to 
confirm the 
benefits for  
all categories.”
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Who is affected by the results of the review?
The review clarifies the benefits due for all categories and demonstrates that 
the vast majority of members (99%) have received the correct benefits since 
the changes came into force. A small proportion of pensioners (less than 300 
individuals) have been marginally underpaid and require a small positive 
adjustment to their benefits. These members will be sent full written details 
of any back payments by April 2013. Going forward, all benefits will be paid 
in line with the findings of the full review.

The Trustee has endeavoured to ensure that this article reflects the provisions 
of the Scheme. Please note, however, that the formal Trust Deed and Rules of 
the Scheme (as amended from time to time) govern your benefits. If there are 
any differences between the Trust Deed and Rules and the description of the 
benefits in this article, the provisions of the Trust Deed and Rules will prevail.

Pension increases continued
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This time last year we wrote to you to explain the changes that the 
Government were planning to make to reduce the tax relief on pension savings. 
As we said at the time, these changes were designed to restrict only the highest 
levels of pension savings and were unlikely to have any impact on the vast 
majority of members and no impact upon those already in receipt of a pension. 
In December 2012 the Chancellor announced plans for further restrictions to 
tax relief on pension savings which will come into effect from the 2014/15 tax 
year. Once again the changes are not expected to have any impact on the vast 
majority of members and certainly no impact if you are already in receipt of a 
pension. However, in the following circumstances your tax liability may increase:

• If you have not yet retired and the value of your total pension savings 
exceed £1.25 million, which is equivalent to an annual pension at  
retirement of £62,500; or

• If you are still an active member in the Scheme and the value of your 
pension entitlement increases from one year to the next by more than 
£40,000, which is equivalent to an increase in accrued annual pension  
of £2,500. 

What should I do if I think I will be affected?
If you think you may be affected by these changes you should seek advice 
from an independent financial advisor. We are unable to give tax advice.

Where can I get further information?
If you would like to find out more about the proposed changes then you can get 
additional information from the HMRC website by visiting www.hmrc.gov.uk or 
you can call their tax helpline on 0845 3000 627.

If I am affected can I protect my existing savings?
The Government will offer a protection regime to individuals in respect of 
the reduction to the limit on total tax-relieved pension savings (the lifetime 
allowance), which will be similar to the existing fixed protection regime. 
Details on how to apply for protection are not yet available from HMRC  
so you should continue to monitor the situation.

Chancellor’s Autumn Statement:  
impact on pensions

4. 
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Changes to Pay As You Earn (PAYE)
PAYE was introduced in the 1940s as the way in which the HMRC collected 
income tax. They are now trying to make the process more efficient by 
introducing ‘Real Time Information.’

Real Time Information (RTI)
During 2013 we will be required to report any pensions which we pay to our 
members on a ‘real time’ basis. This means that we will advise HMRC of any 
pension paid to you, every time we make a payment, rather than just at the 
end of the tax year.

This will allow HMRC to work out the correct rate of income tax due on your 
pension, which in turn will reduce the amount of under or overpayments which 
can occur. Ultimately this information will also allow the Department of Work 
and Pensions to determine the correct benefits due (if any) to you.

What this means for you 
We have made the changes necessary to be ready for RTI. However, it is likely  
to bring more tax code changes during 2013, when HMRC start ‘tying up’ 
information, for example, where you have more than one pension. 

If you receive a tax code from HMRC you should check that the code is correct, 
never assume that a tax code change is right.

Informing the tax man
Not all sources of income are of interest to the tax man, so here is a list of the 
most common sources in which HMRC are interested:

✓✓ Earned income from employment or self employment

✓✓ Pensions, including state pension, and annuities (except war pensions)

✓✓ Interest from savings accounts

✓✓ Dividends from investments

✓✓ Income from lettings

And a list of some sources in which they are not interested:

• Pension Credit

• Lottery or Premium Bonds wins (or any other gambling wins)

• Winter Fuel Payments

• Disability Living Allowance

• Attendance Allowance

• War Pensions

• Industrial Disability

• ISAs

• Some National Savings & Investment products

Pension administration5. 
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How to work out your tax code
Your tax code is used by payroll departments to deduct the correct amount of 
income tax which you are due to pay to HMRC and is usually made up of both 
numbers and letters. 

The tax code is the amount of personal allowance (or tax free allowance) 
divided by 10 and followed by a letter. The letter indicates how the code should 
be changed after budget changes, such as an increase in the personal allowance.

Everyone has a tax free personal allowance which is based on your date of birth. 
Tax free allowance means the amount of money you can earn each year before 
you begin to pay income tax to HMRC.

Tax Free Allowances in tax year 2013-14

Age or Date of Birth
Allowance 

Worth

Basic Personal Allowance (Under 65 at 5 April 2014)  £9,440

Born on or before 5 April 1948  £10,500

Born on or before 5 April 1938  £10,660

Blind Person’s Allowance  £2,160

Married Couples Allowance – born before 6 April 1935  
and aged 75 and over  £7,915

The blind person’s allowance is the only allowance which can be transferred 
to your husband or wife. 

For members born before 6 April 1948, and earning more than £26,100 in any 
tax year, the personal allowance will reduce by £1 for every £2 over the limit, 
back to the basic personal allowance.

If you receive State benefits, such as the Basic State Pension, the annual amount 
is deducted from your personal tax allowance. This means that you do not pay 
tax directly on your State Pension; instead the tax is collected from your 
company pension.
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Any more questions?
If you have any questions regarding any of the above you can call any of the 
numbers below for help or advice

HMRC 0845 300 0627 have your National Insurance 
number and PAYE reference 
504/8560 ready

Invensys Pensions 
Payroll Team

0845 300 0549 or  
0191 341 0600

have your payroll number ready

Tax Help for 
Older People

0845 601 3321 a free tax service offering advice 
for those on income under £17,000

Reduction in Cash Equivalent Transfer Values (CETVs)
Deferred members are permitted to transfer their pension benefits to another 
provider by taking a CETV. The Trustee of the Scheme recently made the 
decision, after taking advice from the actuary, to reduce all CETVs by an amount 
which represents the increased shortfall in the overall fund. The decision was 
made by the Trustee to ensure that the remaining members are not adversely 
affected by those transferring out their benefits. The amount of the reduction  
is 1%.

Since the decision to reduce CETVs, Invensys plc have agreed to sell the Rail 
business to Siemens and the Scheme will receive a lump sum cash injection on 
completion of the sale, expected mid-2013. The Trustee will therefore review 
the situation once the cash contribution has been made, with the expectation 
that full value of CETVs will soon be reinstated.

If you are considering taking advantage of a CETV in the next six months you 
should assess the above facts carefully.

If you are a deferred member of the IPS, you are entitled to request a current 
CETV at any time up to one year before your normal retirement date.

Retirement of Steve Foggin, IPS Benefits Section Manager
Steve has decided to retire after 37 years service with the IPS team. Steve joined 
Dunlop back in 1975 and worked on the Scheme as it became BTR and then 
Invensys and has seen many changes over the years. We would like to express 
our thanks to him for his long service and all his efforts on behalf of the 
members. We wish him a long and happy retirement.

Pension administration continued
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As has been the case since we started reviewing the activity of the year for IPS 
for the first time in the Winter 2009 newsletter, markets have been volatile in 
2012. They have however been less volatile than the previous years: equities are 
up 9% for the year with a peak to trough movement of 13%. Sovereign bond 
markets have also experienced significant volatility, mainly due to the uncertainty 
around some Eurozone countries. However, recent drastic measures taken by 
the European Central Bank seem to have eliminated some of the major risks.

Moving to the Scheme, 2012 can be seen as a year of consolidation, following 
the structural changes made in 2011. It is also a milestone for the Scheme from 
a funding perspective following the transaction implemented by Invensys plc, 
the corporate sponsor, which, if completed during 2013, will significantly 
increase Scheme assets.

The following review provides you with a summary of the Board’s, 
The Executive Office’s (EO) and the Administration Office’s (AO) key 
accomplishments. The Scheme’s financial performance will be addressed 
in the summer edition of the newsletter after our year end in March 2013.

Administration Office and Executive Office
Outsourcing of the Administration Office – 2012
Over the past 12 months, the EO worked with Punter Southall, the Scheme’s 
new administrator, on the transition to and consolidation of the outsourced 
administration business of the Scheme.

An audit was performed at the end of year one of the transition and the Board  
is satisfied with its outcome.

A new Pensions Manager – February ‘12
Punter Southall hired Ann-Marie Burns as the new Pensions Manager for the 
Scheme in February. Ann-Marie is based in our Newcastle office.

Previously, she was Remuneration & Pensions Manager at British Waterways 
and spent ten years at Procter & Gamble and IBM in a range of pension 
administration roles.

Office move – June ‘12
The AO moved into new premises at Wellbar House, Gallowgate, Newcastle 
upon Tyne in June. The relocation brought together former IPS employees with 
former Brewin Dolphin employees (acquired by Punter Southall) and allows the 
team to work together more closely, providing additional capacity for cross 
training and synergies.

New IT infrastructure – June ‘12
Following the outsourcing of the administration of the Scheme, a new IT 
infrastructure for the Scheme was designed and implemented to allow for more 
efficient and fluid work flows between the EO, the members of the Board and 
their advisers.

The year in review6. 
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Review of the Scheme’s policies and procedures – September/October ‘12
The Executive Office performed a comprehensive review, update and upgrade 
of the Scheme’s policies, procedures and delegated authorities; that exercise 
was audited by Grant Thornton.

Update of the EO’s and AO’s risk register – September/October ‘12
As part of the bi-annual review and following the transfer of the AO to Punter 
Southall, the EO and AO updated and upgraded their respective risk registers. 
The risk registers are used to examine how to reduce and minimise any future 
risks that the Scheme may encounter.

Investments
Review of investment strategy for the defined benefit section
The Investment Committee held its ‘Strategy Day’, which included a review of 
the Scheme’s key sources of investment return and risk. This has informed the 
Scheme’s strategy in respect of its interest rate exposure, and of its credit and 
alternative investment strategies.

Asset managers’ review
The IC, with the advice of P-Solve, the Scheme’s investment consultant, has 
reviewed various investment portfolios during the year and decided to redeem 
its investments in the bond mandate with Stone Harbor and the fund of hedge 
funds mandate with BlackRock. This has led to increased investments in bond 
mandates with GLG, Axa, Pioneer and M&G.

Runner up for ‘Best DB Investment Strategy’ – April ‘12
We were nominated in the ‘Financial News Awards for Excellence in 
Institutional Pensions UK 2012’ in the ‘Best DB Investment Strategy’ category.

The year in review continued
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Andy Smith has been appointed as the new CEO of the Scheme and joined the 
executive office on 3 December 2012. Andy joins from Rothesay Life, a life 
insurance company with over £6bn of assets which specialises in bulk annuities. 
At Rothesay Andy was Chief Finance Officer (CFO), having taken the role at the 
start of 2011 when Rothesay acquired Paternoster UK Limited. Andy was CFO 
at Paternoster from 2006 when it first started writing business and helped build 
it into a business with over £3bn of assets. 

Prior to this Andy spent 17 years with Prudential, the UK’s largest life insurer, 
where he qualified as a Chartered Management Accountant, working in both 
the UK and Group Finance teams before transferring to the Marketing team 
where he was responsible for Prudential’s pension book business.

Welcome Andy7. 

Andy Smith
New CEO of the Scheme
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The Scheme Administration office is located at:
Punter Southall Ltd 
36 Gallowgate 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE1 4TD

Phone: 0191 341 0600

Email: Invensyspensions@puntersouthall.com
Please note our new address and telephone number.

You can also visit our website at www.invensyspensions.co.uk

This newsletter is also available on CD for members who are blind 
or partially sighted.
If you would like a copy, please contact Amy MacKnight on 0191 341 0647.

Please have your National Insurance number handy when you contact us.

Retired members in receipt of a pension may contact us on 0845 300 0549 
(BT local rate), quoting your payroll number.

Deferred members – pension updates
Our team will usually contact deferred members approximately eight weeks 
prior to your normal retirement date. If you would like to receive an annual 
benefit statement, please write to our team at the address above and you will 
be added to the list.

Please note: you may request one transfer value of your deferred benefit per 
year, up to 12 months prior to your normal retirement date. Transfers within 
12 months of your normal retirement date are at the Trustee’s discretion only.

Paying pensions
Pensions can only be paid into a bank account held in the name of the 
pensioner, either a single or joint account. In order for a pension to  
be paid to a third party we require sight of a valid Power of Attorney  
or equivalent documentation.

Please don’t forget8. 
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